Current models for stance classification often treat each target independently, but in many applications, there exist natural dependencies among targets, e.g., stance towards two or more politicians in an election or towards several brands of the same product. In this paper, we focus on the problem of multi-target stance detection. We present a new dataset that we built for this task. Furthermore, We experiment with several neural models on the dataset and show that they are more effective in jointly modeling the overall position towards two related targets compared to independent predictions and other models of joint learning, such as cascading classification. We make the new dataset publicly available, in order to facilitate further research in multi-target stance classification.
Introduction
The subjectivity, for example, sentiments or stances, expressed towards different targets is often considered independently. In a wide range of contexts, however, they are closely related. For example, in an electoral document, the stance toward one candidate may be relevant or even inferrable from tweets about other candidates. This could be true in many other domains, such as product reviews.
Stance detection is the task of automatically determining from the text whether the author of the text is in favor of, against, or neutral towards a proposition or target. The target may be a person, organization, government policy, movement or product.
In this paper, our first goal is to provide a benchmark dataset to jointly learn subjectivities corresponding to related targets. Then, we investigate the problem of jointly predicting the stance expressed towards multiple targets (two at a time), in order to demonstrate the utility of the dataset.
The closest work related to our work is Deng and Wiebe (2015a) , where sentiment toward different entities and events is jointly modeled using a rule-based probabilistic soft logic approach. The authors also made their dataset MPQA 3.0 (Deng and Wiebe, 2015b) available, However, this dataset is relatively small (it contains 70 documents) and has a potentially infinite number of targets (the target sets depend on the context), which makes it hard to train a system. Instead, we provide a reasonably large dataset for training and evaluation. Our dataset contains 4,455 tweets manually annotated for stance towards more than one target simultaneously. We will refer to this data as the Multi-Target Stance Dataset. Moreover, we make available a much larger unlabeled dataset providing more choices for users to further investigate the multi-target stance detection problem by learning more knowledge about the relationship between target entities.
We propose a framework that leverages deep neural models to jointly learn the subjectivity toward two target entities, given the text of a tweet. We treat the task as sequence-to-sequence learning, where the entire text of the tweet is mapped to a vector at the encoder side using a bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN). On the decoder side, another RNN conditioned on the input vectors generates stance labels toward the related entities. By using an attention-based network, the model can focus on different parts of the tweet text to generate each stance label. Because stance labels are generated conditionally dependent on the previously-generated labels toward other entities, the model removes the independence assumption between different targets and specifically focuses on the dependencies.
Dataset
We collected tweets related to the 2016 US election. We selected four presidential candidates: 'Donald Trump', 'Hillary Clinton', 'Ted Cruz', and 'Bernie Sanders' as our targets of interest and identified a small set of hashtags (which are not stance-indicative) related to these targets 1 . We used the Twitter API to collect more than eleven millions of tweets containing any of these hashtags. For approximately 25% of the tweets, the hashtag of interest appeared at the end. Hashtags at the end of the tweets may not have any contribution to the meaning of the tweets; this means that the targets of opinions may not be the same as the targets of interest and, therefore, an inference is required. This is one of the main differences between our task and aspect-based sentiment analysis. Here is an example from our dataset. None of the targets of interest, 'Hillary Clinton' or 'Bernie Sanders', are mentioned explicitly, except by the hashtags at the end of the tweet, but humans can infer that the tweeter is likely against both of them:
Tweet: Given a choice to kill 100 ISIS or 100 white American men, leftist scum would choose the latter. #UniteBlue #nomorerefugees #Bernie #Hillary
Data Annotation
We selected three target pairs for our Multi-Target Stance Dataset: Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump and Ted Cruz, Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders. Further, we filtered the collected tweets by removing short tweets, retweets and those having a URL. We also discarded tweets that do not include at least two hashtags, one for each of the targets of interest. For each of the three selected target pairs, we randomly sampled 2,000 tweets. These tweets were annotated through CrowdFlower 2 . We asked the annotators two questions, one for the stance towards each of the presidential candidates in the target pair of interest. For stance annotation, the same annotation instructions were used as in (Mohammad et al., 2016c) .
We used CrowdFlower's gold annotations scheme for quality control, wherein about 10% of the data was annotated internally (by the authors). During crowd annotation, these gold questions were interspersed with other questions, and the annotator was not aware which is which. However, if she got a gold question wrong, she was immediately notified of it. If the accuracy of the annotations on the gold questions falls below 70%, the annotator was refused further annotation. This served as a mechanism to avoid malicious annotations and as a guide to the annotators. Each tweet was annotated by at least eight annotators. To aggregate stance annotation information from multiple annotators for an instance rather than opting for a simple majority, the instances with less than 50% agreement on any of the candidates in the target pairs were discarded. We refer to this dataset as the Multi-Target Stance Dataset and we make it available online 3 . The interannotator agreement on this dataset is 79.74%. We kept the rest of the tweets that were not used in the annotation process as unlabeled data, which can be used to obtain additional information about stance and relations between relevant entities.
The Multi-Target Stance Dataset
We partitioned the Multi-Target Stance Dataset into training, development, and test sets, based on the timestamps of the tweets. All annotated tweets were ordered by their timestamps; the first 70% of the tweets formed the training set, the next 10% the development set, and the last 20% formed the test set. Table 1 shows the number of instances in the training, development, and test sets over different target pairs in our Multi-Target Stance Dataset.
Having different US presidential candidates as the targets of interest does not necessarily imply that the tweeters have opposing positions toward them. There are several cases where authors have favorable stances towards both, or similarly, opposing positions towards both of them. In our dataset, approximately 20% of the tweet- To illustrate more details about the correlation between subjectivities towards targets of interest, the stance distribution across the 9 classes for different target pairs in the Multi-Target Stance Dataset are depicted in tables 2, 3 and 4. We note that the numbers vary between target pairs.
Multi-Target Stance Classification
In this section, we propose a framework that leverages recurrent neural models to capture the potentially complicated interaction between subjectivities expressed towards multiple targets. We experimentally show that the attention-based encoderdecoder framework is more effective in jointly modeling the overall position towards two related targets, compared to independent predictions of positions and other popular frameworks for joint learning, such as cascading classification.
Window-Based Classification
One popular approach to detect subjectivity towards different targets, as is used in aspect-based sentiment classification (Brychcín et al., 2014) , is to consider a context window of size n in both directions around the target terms and to extract features for that target's classifier based on its context. This approach is based on the assumption that the words outside the context window do not have an influence on the target. We will first include such a baseline for our task.
Cascading Classifiers
To capture dependencies between stance labels of related targets, one possibility is to use the predicted class toward one target as an extra feature in other targets' models. This framework is based on cascade classification, where several classifiers of related tasks are combined to improve the overall system performance (Heitz et al., 2009 ). we adopted this framework for multi-target stance classification by starting from an independent classifier to predict stance toward the first target based on the text representation and exploit its prediction as an extra feature for other classifiers. The major restriction of this framework is that the classification algorithm should have a mechanism to add new features based on other learners' outputs. Most of the machine learning algorithms for text classification that rely on hand-crafted features extracted from text to represent it, provide such mechanism, but, for the state-of-the-art deep neural models, where the feature vectors for the text representation are learned with the classification model during training, adding new features to the model is not trivial.
Sequence-to-Sequence Model to Capture Dependencies in Output Space
Encoder-decoder sequence-to-sequence models (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014b) were originally used for machine translation, where a recurrent neural network is trained to learn the representation for the source language and generate the translation in the target language. Later, it was proven to be effective for many different tasks such as speech recognition (Hannun et al., 2014) and question answering (Hermann et al., 2015) . extended the encoderdecoder architecture by an attention-based mechanism where the model is capable of automatically searching for more relevant regions in the input when handling different output targets.
We propose to use the attention-based encoderdecoder for multi-target stance classification. Specifically, we regard the given tweet as the input, and the model is trained to generate the stance labels for targets. This model can naturally capture the dependencies among the target stance labels when searching the best label sequence, based on automatically-learned input features. The attention mechanism has the potential of dynamically focusing on different words of the input text to generate stance labels for each target of interest. As such, the attention-based encoder-decoder is expected to have the strengths of both the windowbased classification, by dynamically customizing the feature vector to predict each target stance label, and the cascading classification, by conditioning each label generation on the other labels without inheriting the limitations of these models. The model automatically learns the features and regions of the input that should be paid attention to.
Experiments
We evaluate the effectiveness of our models on the multi-target stance dataset described earlier, where two stance labels are predicted for each tweet. Note that all the models can be easily extended to predict more than two labels as well. For all methods, the tweets were tokenized with the CMU Twitter NLP tool (Gimpel et al., 2011) . All the models we proposed were implemented in Python.
As the evaluation measure for each target, we use the average of the F1-scores (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) for the two main classes, Favor and Against. A similar metric was used for stance detection-SemEval 2016 Task 4 (Mohammad et al., 2016a) . For multiple targets (in our dataset, target pairs) the average over all the targets is calculated. To report a single number for all three target pairs, we take the average of three values returned for each target pair and we refer to it as macro-averaged F-score. All the models are evaluated on the test sets.
As mentioned before, we used encoder-decoder attention-based deep models for multi-target stance detection. We followed Luong et al., 2015) to train our models using the minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm with adaptive learning rate (Adadelta (Zeiler, 2012) ). As RNN unit, we used a Gated Recurrent Unit (Cho et al., 2014a ) with 128 cells. The word vectors at the embedding layer have 100 dimensions. All the parameters are initialized randomly, but the word vectors are pretrained using related unlabeled tweets (11,873,771 tweets) that we collected in the same time period. As training algorithm, we employed the Word2Vec Skip-gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013) . Table 5 presents the macro-averaged F-scores of different models on the Multi-Target Stance dataset. Row i. shows the result obtained by a random classifier and row ii. shows the result obtained by the majority classifier. When we have multiple targets to predict overall positions towards them, one possibility is to have a single learners per target that are independently trained. Row a. shows the result of having two independent linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers whose parameters are tuned using the development datasets. We used the implementation provided in the Scikit-learn Machine Learning library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) . Row b. is the result of applying Window-based SVM on our MutiTarget Stance Dataset. Because we collected our data based on hashtags related to the targets, those hashtags can be considered as target terms and we place a context window around them. We used the development set to find the best value for the window size. The main limitation of this approach on this dataset is that for the majority of the tweets, the contexts windows have significant overlaps, as the two hashtags appeared in the close vicinity of each other. Row c. presents the results of the Cascading SVMs; this model shows improvement over the baseline of independent SVMs.
Results and Discussion
Another possibility when there is more than one output to predict is to combine all the outputs and train a single model. For our task of predicting stance toward a target pair, where each can take one of the three possible labels: "Favor", "Against" and "None", combining the two prediction results in a 9-class learning problem. Row A. shows the result of this classifier. The main limitation of combining outputs is that the number of classes can grow substantially, while there is a fixed number of labeled instances which results in a drop in performance. Another issue is that some of the classes might not have enough representative instances and this can lead to a highly imbalanced classification problem. Row B. shows the results of applying the attention-based encoder- Table 5 : Macro-averaged F-scores of different models on the Multi-Target Stance dataset decoder deep neural model on our dataset. This model has both the advantages of windows-based and cascading classification, and it has the best performance compared to all other models and baselines. By applying paired t-test on these results, we concluded that the differences between sequence-to-sequence model and all other models are statistically significant.
Related Work
Stance Detection Over the last decade, there has been active research in modeling stance (Thomas et al., 2006; Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009; Anand et al., 2011; Walker et al., 2012a; Hasan and Ng, 2013; . However, all of these previous works treat each target independently, ignoring the potential dependencies that could exist among related targets. Stance detection was one of the tasks in the SemEval-2016 shared task competition (Mohammad et al., 2016a) . Out of 19 participant teams, most used standard text classification features such as n-grams and word embedding vectors, as well as standard sentiment analysis features, while others used deep neural models such as RNNs and convolutional neural nets. Most of the existing datasets for stance detection were created from online debate forums like 4forums.com and createdebates.com (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010; Walker et al., 2012b; Hasan and Ng, 2013) . The majority of these debates are two-sided, and the data labels are often provided by the authors of the posts. Recently, Mohammad et al. (2016b) created a dataset of tweets labeled for both stance and sentiment. None of the prior work has created a dataset annotated for more than one target simultaneously, neither has explored the dependencies and relationships between targets when predicting overall positions towards them.
Deep Recurrent Neural Models Different structures of deep RNNs have recently shown to be very effective in a wide range of sequence modeling problems, particularly for opinion mining and sentiment analysis (Zhu et al., 2015a; Socher et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2015b; Irsoy and Cardie, 2014; Zhu et al., 2016) . These neural models were extended for tasks with variable input and output sequence length including: end-toend neural machine translation (Sutskever et al., 2014; Cho et al., 2014b) , image-to-text conversion (Vinyals et al., 2015b) , syntactic constituency parsing (Vinyals et al., 2015a) and question answering (Hermann et al., 2015) . Subsequently, the attention mechanism allowed the models to learn alignments between different parts of the source and the target such as between speech frames and the text in speech recognition (Chorowski et al., 2014) or between image frames and the agent's actions in dynamic control problems (Mnih et al., 2014) . We are the first to adopt these techniques for the task of multi-target stance classification.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented the first multi-target stance dataset of a reasonable size from social media, to help further exploration of this task. Each tweet is annotated for position toward more than one target. By making this dataset available, more work on joint learning of subjectivities corresponding to related targets is encouraged. In addition, we presented a framework that relieves the independence assumption by jointly modeling the subjectivity expressed towards multiple targets. We experimentally showed that the attention-based encoderdecoder model is more effective in jointly modeling the overall position toward two related targets, compared to independent predictions of positions and other popular frameworks for joint learning, such as cascading classification.
Directions of future work include annotating a similar dataset for other domains, for example, several brands of the same product, and exploring transfer learning where a model trained for a target pair can be transferred to other related target pairs.
